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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the work done to develop a fault

recovery component for the situation when the quality of

the data streams from a smart city environment drops. The

fault recovery component is able to generate estimated values

when the stream generates invalid or missing observations. The

component is easy to configure and deploy for a large number

of data streams from a smart city environment. As a result

of that, the fault recovery component contains an incremental

learning model, which is able to train itself during component

execution. The paper describes the architecture of the fault

recovery component and the result of the evaluation done for

three candidate incremental learning models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide and with fast growing interest at European level,

an increasing number of cities have introduced Information

and Communication Technology enabled services with the

scope of improving the operation of various infrastructure

assets (e.g. traffic infrastructure, water distribution infrastruc-

ture, electrical energy grids) [1]. These data are generated

by a wide and heterogeneous range of devices, and they

are delivered under various forms and formats. There are a

lot of custom made applications or frameworks used by the

public companies and by city administration for monitoring

the assets.

On the same time, there are an increasing number of

initiatives coming from the European cities that support the

idea of open data that are made available to citizens and

public or private companies. This fuels a new range of

applications which can be developed considering the citizens’

or companies’ needs. Based on this trend, the newly developed

applications have to be flexible and to allow migration from

one city to another. Examples of such cities are Aarhus

(Denmark) or Santander (Spain). ODAA [2] is the Aarhus

open data platform.

On the other hand, the reliability of smart city applications is

an eminent property to achieve growing acceptance by citizens.

This results in a high demand to monitor the quality of the

data sources and also a demand for developing compensatory

mechanisms in case of failures. As a result of that, the Quality

of Information (QoI) is an important issue to take into account

in smart city data analysis.

In parallel to this trend, the research community in the

Internet of Things (IoT) domain is working to develop various

generic frameworks and platforms which support data collec-

tion, data processing and application development. Examples

of such frameworks are CityPulse [3] or OpenIOT [4]. In order

to be reliable and accepted by the citizens, the frameworks

must integrate mechanisms for monitoring the quality of data

and for providing fault recovery solution if the data quality

drops.

CityPulse is a framework for large-scale data analytics

which provide information in (near-) real-time, transforms raw

data into actionable information, and to enable creating “up-

to-date” smart city applications [3]. The CityPulse components

can be divided in two main categories as follows: Large

scale data stream processing modules: representing the tools

which allow the application developer to interact with the

heterogeneous and unreliable data sources from the cities; and

Adaptive decision support modules: containing the tools which

can be used for making various recommendations based on the

user context and the current status of the city.

The fault recovery (FR) is the property that enables the

system to recover in the event of failure and to continue the

operation properly. There are no standard recovery methodolo-

gies that can be applied, and the algorithms are implemented

based on the possible failure directions. In case of CityPulse

framework, the FR will allow the application to continue the

operation even if the QoI of the streams drops. This is archived

by generating estimated events, using incremental learning

models.

The CityPulse framework is developed to operate in highly

dynamic environments with large number of heterogeneous

data sources such as smart cities. In addition to this the

framework can be extended by adding new data sources with

small intervention from the domain expert or data scientist.

This implies that the FR component should be straightforward

to configure and deploy.

In order to generate the estimated events the FR component

has to integrate a machine learning (ML) based model. Usually

the development of a prediction model implies the collection

of a historical data set for the selected data source, and then

searching for the best model (hyper-) parameter configuration.

Because the city environments have a large number of data

streams, the development of a prediction model for each data
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source is rather tedious. Consequently, the prediction models

embedded into the FR component must expose incremental

behaviour which allows them to learn in real time, when the

quality of the data for the considered source is high.

The only configuration which can be done by the third

party application developer is to select the model type and

the configuration hyper-parameters. Depending on the domain

(e.g. traffic, pollution or weather) different prediction models

might be considered. In order to discriminate which model

(with what hiper-parameter configuration) should be used for

a certain domain, the third party application developer will

have to collect a few dataset from the targeted data sources.

Having the historical data sets, she can perform a form of

model evaluation in order to determine the best model type and

fitting hyper-parameters. Once the model type and its hyper-

parameters are selected, it can be trained on the historical data

sets, then deployed for all the data sources from that domain.

Finally, the model will be used to learn and make predictions

for FR.

In this paper we assess the capability of three different

incremental algorithms to operate within the FR component,

based on the conditions explained above. The considered

algorithms are: Stochastic Gradient Descent for Regression,

Online Passive–Aggressive Regressor, and a custom made

incremental learning algorithm using k-nearest neighbours [3].

The paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly presents

the main incremental learning solutions. After that section III

introduces the extended description of the FR requirements

and the evaluation scenarios. In section IV the architecture of

the FR component and the results of the model assessment

activity are presented. The conclusions of this work are given

in section V.

II. INCREMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Incremental learning allows continuous adjustment of the

parameters, based on data coming from a stream. Moreover, an

incremental learning model is able to make predictions (classes

or continuous values) at any point. The main requirements for

incremental learning (also called on–line learning) are: a) it

improves knowledge based on new data; b) the model does

not request access to original data, used to train the system so

far; c) it preserves previously acquired knowledge, and d) the

model can afford new categories which can be introduced by

new training data [5], [6].

There is a large overlap between incremental learning and

domain of data stream mining, which is concerned with

“extracting knowledge structures represented in models and

patterns in potentially infinite streams of data” [7]. In both

cases, the strong requirement is that a memory- and time-

limited system should be able to process the data streams.

Plenty of models were developed for incremental learning:

Support Vector Machines were extended by Cauwenberghs

and Poggio in [8], by developing a recursive algorithm;

additionally, the resulted model is also able to “unlearn”

previously seen training patterns, speeding up leave–one–out

based performance assessment step.

Virtually any major class of learning models are considered

as candidate for incremental learning: Decision trees were

further adapted e.g. in form of Hoeffding tree ([9], [10]),

a decision tree induction algorithm which learns from large

data streams with stationary generating distribution. Shallow

neural networks were employed by Pérez-Sánchez et al. in

[11] and by Polikar et al. in [5]; neuro–fuzzy approaches are

discussed in [12], [13], [14]; some of Bayesian models (e.g.

Naive Bayes) naturally exhibit on–line learning capabilities,

and other methods are proposed: in [15] Lee and Eskenazi pro-

pose a sparse Bayesian learning method to allow continuous

dialog strategy learning from the interactions with real users;

Dimkovski and An [16] develop a novel Bayesian inference

method which can run incrementally on a data stream, and

significantly outperforms particle filters in a Bayesian neural

network application. Incrementally generation of ensemble

models is considered, for example, in [17], [18], [19].

Deep learning models are recently studied in context of

incremental learning: convolutional neural networks [20], deep

belief networks [21], denoising autoencoders for incremental

feature learning [22].

Besides the speed of learning, another strength of incre-

mental learning models is concept drifting: changes in data

distribution should – and can – be quickly acknowledged

by the prediction model; some models specifically target this

issue, e.g. the approaches proposed in [23] and [24] based on

fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules, or deep belief networks [21], [25]

based on graph learning, and [9], [26] studying decision trees.

Any incremental learning system should take into account

the so–called stability–plasticity dilemma: a learning model

should expose plasticity, i.e. it should be able to gain new

knowledge from new data; it should also be stable to preserve

the previously acquired knowledge – stability. Too much

stability makes the system conservative regarding new experi-

ences, while too much plasticity could lead to forgetting, e.g.
catastrophic interference in case of artificial neural networks.

There is at least a solution to this dilemma, e.g. through

adaptive–resonance theory developed by Carpenter and Gross-

berg [27].

Beyond theoretical studies and quantitative assessments,

incremental learning was put in charge in various domains:

for IoT a recent study is [12], where Wang et al. propose

an incremental model based on probabilistic neural networks

and adjustable fuzzy clustering for human activity recognition;

also for IoT, in [28], Wenjuan et al. propose an incremental

learned face detection method based on auto-captured samples.

In [29] incremental learning with selective memory helps in

localizing the prostate in image–guided radiotherapy, with

fast retrieval in real–world clinical requirements; Tsumoto

and Hirano [30] propose a new framework for incremental

learning based on incremental sampling scheme and evaluate

on datasets regarding headaches. Akcakaya et al. [31] develop

an incremental model for radar–based target detection in

nonstationary environments, including a drift detection step.
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III. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION STRATEGY

The main objective of the FR component is to increase the

stability of the system by providing estimated measurements

when the quality of a stream is modified (in most cases when

the quality drops).

The FR component has two main requirements, as follows:

- has to be generic in order to be able to deploy it for any

numeric data source, regardless of the domain;

- has to be easy to deploy (the third-party application

developer who is going to use the component should

deploy it without having to configure the embedded

incremental learning algorithm).

In addition to this the FR component should not be proces-

sor intensive because for each data stream from the system an

instance of the component has to be deployed. This due to the

fact that, in smart cities environments it is highly possible that

the applications have to handle more than 1000 data sources.

Not in the last place, the precision of the FR instances it is

very important.

As a result of that, the main key performance indicators

used to evaluate the component are:

- prediction precision, measured through mean absolute

error (MAE)

- the processing times needed to learn a new experience

and to produce a prediction;

We have used a wide set of heterogeneous data sources,

having different distributions, sampling rates, and data vari-

abilities, which include:

- Aarhus traffic data: provides real-time observations

about the number of cars (AC) and average speed (AS)

from 490 locations of the city (sampling frequency: 5

minutes);

- Aarhus parking data (AP): provides real-time observa-

tions about the number of cars from 13 parking garages

(sampling frequency: 1 minute);

- Romanian weather data: provides real-time observations

about the temperature (RT), the humidity (RH), the

wind speed (RW) and pressure (RP) from 160 locations

(sampling frequency: 1 hour).

The data sets used can be downloaded from the CityPulse

web page: http://www.ict-citypulse.eu/page/content/tools-and-

data-sets .

The incremental learning ML model types considered for

this work are:

- Stochastic Gradient Descent for Regression (SGDR), a

linear model minimizing various regularized empirical

loss functions;

- Online Passive–Aggressive Regressor (OPAR) [32];

- A custom made incremental learning algorithm using k-

nearest neighbours, which was custom made developed

for the purpose of this work (IKNN) [3]).

The three models are based on the Scikit-learn implemen-

tations [33]. To make the paper self–contained, a description

of IKNN is provided in the next section.

IV. FAULT RECOVERY COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION AND

EVALUATION

Figure 1 depict the architecture of the FR component.

Figure 1. Fault recovery architecture.

The atomic monitoring component is responsible to process

the stream of events coming from the data source and to asses

the data quality. Based on the assessment and on an internal

rating algorithm the QoI for the data stream is calculated. This

component is integrated in the CityPulse framework and is

fully explained in [3].

The atomic monitoring component interacts with FR one

via the following commands:

- Push observation: all the stream observations are sent

to the FR component when the quality of the stream is

high (using this data the incremental learning model is

trained);

- Request estimation: the estimation is requested when the

quality of the stream is low;

- Report invalid/missing observation: the component is

notified when the QoI os the stream is low (in this way

the incremental training process is suspended).

The observations buffer is implemented as a vector, which

holds the latest observations generated by the data stream,

using the command “Push observation”. A null value is

included in the buffer when an invalid or missing observation

(using the command “Report invalid/missing observation”) is

reported. Every time when the buffer is full (without having

null values) it means that there is a complete sequence of valid

consecutive observations.

Next the Model Updater module (see Figure 1) monitors the

observation buffer. When the module detects that the buffer is

full it triggers the partial fit process of the ML incremental
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model (using the observations from the buffer). In this way

the incremental model acquires more experiences.

The Atomic Monitoring component requests estimations

from the ML incremental module when there is a missing

observation or when QoI of the stream is low. The model

generates the estimation based on the sequence of observations

from the buffer. The sequence of observations represents more

precisely the evolution of the monitored parameter (e.g. traffic)

in the last time.

A. KNN based incremental learning model

As mentioned above we have implemented an incremental

learning model using KNN. In figure 2 the main components

of this model are depicted.

Figure 2. KNN based incremental learning model.

The KNN model block from figure 2 implements the

traditional KNN algorithm as it is presented in [34]. In order

to make an estimation the KNN model uses the experiences

data set.

The control module is responsible on one hand to modify

the experiences dataset in order to store the last W valid

sequences of observations, stored in rolling window. In our

case W represents the rolling windows size and was set to

100. On the other hand, the module is responsible to train in

real-time the KNN models (as a result of experiences data set

modification) and to trigger it when predictions are needed.

B. Training and validation procedure

Each data set is scaled before being used, as SGDR and

OPAR tipically require scaled values for training. For each

specific data two boundary values were used, either based

on the physical limitations of the measured quantities (e.g.

humidity always stays between 0% and 100%, or the range of a

temperature sensor is known in advance), while for other cases

we considered some common–sense ranges (e.g. the average

speed of a car in the city is normally at most 200 km/h). We

then considered for each of the resulted scaled time series a

sequence of n gapless measurements (2 ≤ n ≤ 20), where

the first n− 1 values were used as predictive inputs, and the

last value in the sequence was the one to be predicted; the

variable n is a shared hyper-parameter for each of the three

models considered and is referred as the buffer length in the

beginning of section IV and Figure 1.

For the testing stage, the last 30% at the end of each series is

reserved and not used during model choice step; these values

are used for final performance evaluation. For both model

choice and model assessment stages we employ the rolling–

origin–recalibration strategy [35], which allows one to include

the true value in the training set, after a prediction is made for

it and the current error value is updated. This approach is cheap

for our incremental models, as we do not require access to the

whole previoulsy used training data to recalibrate the models.

Note that although standard cross validation is empirically

found as being consistent for time series forecasting domain

despite breaking the intrinsic ordering of the values [36], we

still find more natural to use just the time series’ final parts

for model choice and assessment.

For each of the three models we considered the following

specific hyper-parameters, along with the shared n previosuly

mentioned:

- for SGDR, the penalty used for regularization (‘penalty’)

was tried as L1, L2 and elastic net; the initial learning

rate (η0) swept the set {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5};
the ‘learning rate’ hyper-parameter was either considered

constant during training, or updated according to the

Scikit-learn policies named ’constant’ and ’optimal’[33];

- for OPAR, the maximum setp size C swept the set

{0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 100}; the ‘loss’ function was tried suc-

cessively as Scikit–learn variants ‘epsilon insensitive’

and ‘squared epsilon insensitive’;

- for IKNN, the number of neighbors (‘n neighbors’) is

varied between 3 and 9, the metric was Minkowski

distance with p ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and the experiences data is a

rolling window of size W , at most 100.

For both SGDR and OPAR a single training epoch was used,

i.e. n iter=1. Other unmentioned hyper-parameters were kept

with the defaults valued from Scikit–learn, for all the three

models.

For each of the three candidate models in turn we used every

possible combination of the hyper-parameter values, using the

training set consisting of the first 70% of the datasets. A

minimum amount of data was used to perform an initial train

of models (20 rows×n values), then the remaining values were

used according to the rolling–origin–recalibration strategy. For

each combination of hyper-parameter values we computed the

MAE and retained those yielding the lowest score. Finally,

the whole training set is used to train the models with the

corresponding best values of the hyper-parameters and finally

used to report the performance on the test set, also following

rolling–origin–recalibration strategy.

C. Experimental results

Table I contains for each of the 7 datasets the model and its

hyper-parameters producing the lowest MAE for the training

subset, the MAE computed over the test subset and the time

elapsed on preparing the best prediction model on the whole

training set.

Some remarks on the quantitative results in Table I follows:

- Only SGDR and IKNN are winning models; OPAR

produces MAE values which a larger than the best score

by a factor of at least two (results not included);
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Data set Train MAE Test MAE Best model and hyper-parameters Training time (s)
AC 0.039 0.039 SGDR, n = 3, η0 = 0.2, learning rate = constant, penalty=L2 0.001
AS 0.034 0.034 IKNN, n = 17, n neighbors=3, p = 1 0.614
AP 0.002 0.002 IKNN, n = 13, n neighbors=3, p = 1 1.164
RT 0.001 0.002 SGDR, n = 3, η0 = 0.01, learning rate = constant, penalty=elastic net 0.002
RH 0.056 0.058 IKNN, n = 13, n neighbors=3, p = 1 0.060
RW 0.034 0.038 IKNN, n = 20, n neighbors=9, p = 1 0.038
RP 0.002 0.003 SGDR, n = 3, η0 = 0.5, learning rate = constant, penalty=elastic net 0.001

Table I
RESULTS FOR THE 7 DATA SETS. THE TRAINING TIME IS COMPUTED AFTER THE BEST MODEL AND ITS CORRESPONDING HYPER-PARAMETERS ARE

OBTAINED. THE ROLLING–ORIGIN–RECALIBRATION WAS USED BOTH FOR TRAINING AND TESTING PHASES.

- IKNN delivers the best performance in 4 cases out of 7,

with the price of an increased training time; for the same

cases, SGDR requires a few milliseconds training time

(results not included);

- IKNN works better with large values of n (13, 17, 20),

while SGDR produces its best results small n — 3 in all

reported cases;

- IKNN produces its best values always for L1 distance,

which is computationally less demanding than L2 and

L3; SGDR works best with constant learning rate, which

also decreases the computational burden;

- In all 7 cases, the MAE values on the training set are

close to the ones computed for the testing set, i.e. the

train MAE is empirically found as a good approximation

for the production–time performance;

- Although in our experiments we used scaled data for

IKNN in order to compare the three models over the same

data, it worths to emphasize that scaling is not actually

necessary for IKNN.

Figure 3 shows the MAE variation for different buffer

lengths using AP dataset (it contains roughly 27000 observa-

tions). The training time using the same data set is presented

in Figure 4.

Figure 3. MAE variation for different buffer lengths using AP dataset.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Smart cities are composed of frameworks that support a

variety of applications, making use of heterogeneous data

sources. These data sources are coming mostly from IoT

devices such as sensors, smart phones, cameras and also

citizen sensing data collected from social media. Evaluating

Figure 4. Training time variation for different buffer lengths using AP dataset.

the quality of these sources is a mandatory process if reliable

smart city applications should be provided. As a result of

that, the frameworks can expose to third party applications

developers fault recovery solution if the data quality from a

stream drops.
The fault recovery component presented in this paper is

integrated into the CityPulse framework [3]. The component

is able to train it self when the quality of the stream is high.

After that, when the stream fails to deliver a valid observation,

the component is triggered to generate an estimated value.

The process of monitoring the quality index of the streams is

ensured by the atomic monitoring component of the CityPulse

framework, as shown in [3].
Three candidate incremental machine learning algorithm

have been considered to be integrated in the fault recovery

component. The algorithms have been evaluated using seven

historical data sets which cover traffic, parking and weather

domain. Local learning models (KNN-based) and linear mod-

els trained with stochastic gradient descent are found as

performing similarly when compared on prediction accuracy

score, but quite different when discussing the training speed.
The implementation of the fault recovery

component using IKNN model can be found here:

https://github.com/CityPulse/FaultRecovery.
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